
Acceptable 
Use
Policy



Learning Intention
We are learning about 
Campie’s Technology 
Acceptable Use Policy.

Learning Intentions & Success Criteria
Success Criteria

× I can explain what an 
AUP is

× I can explain why 
Campie needs an AUP

× I can follow the 
directions in the AUP.



What is an 
Acceptable 
Use Policy?



An Acceptable Use Policy is a deal that 
you make with Campie Primary School 

about how you use technology. 
Campie will promise to do things like 
make sure you can use technology in 

your learning and you promise to 
look after technologies and stay 

safe online.



How do Campie’s 
Values Fit in?
safe

healthy

Respected
Responsible

Nurtured

Achieving
IncludedACTIVE



WHat Values will we use when we use technology?



What will Campie do?
Campie will promise to...
× make sure you have chances to learn what you need to know 

about technology

× give you a choice in the technologies you use to help with your 
learning

× see if technology can help if you find reading, writing or 
another part of learning tricky

× give you information and advice on how to stay safe online



What do I need to do?
I will promise to...

× follow the Campie ICT Charter 
× be responsible with all technologies I use and
× treat them with care and respect
× only use technologies and the internet with adult supervision

× keep my username and password a secret
× use school accounts for school learning activities

× respect copyright laws (only using free pictures and sounds)



× only search for appropriate material (if I find inappropriate 
material I must tell an adult right away)

× never give out any details about who I am online
× be kind, respectful and polite when communicating together at 

school and at home

To make sure you agree to this you will need to 
sign your name on on your own copy of the 
Acceptable Use Policy.



What 
happens 
if i break 
my 
promise?



× An adult with speak with you and explain why it 
is important you try and follow the Acceptable 
Use Policy.

× If this keeps happening you might not be able 
to use technology for a while and will have to 
use other ways to help with your learning.

× If this keeps happening or an adult decides it is 
very serious, the person who looks after you 
will be told.



What’s 
Next?



Time tio sign!
Once you sign you have made a deal 
with Campie. You will have to try your 
very best to keep your end of the 
bargain and Campie will do its best to 
do what’s best for you.


